Withdrawn from the Program:

Panel #
IV-22  Lama Tawakkol (presenter)
VI-23  Stacy E. Holden (chair)
V-29   Golaleh Paschmoroosh (presenter)
II-04  Session Cancelled (The State of Middle Eastern and North African Humor Studies: Pasts, Presents, and Horizons)
II-24  Session Cancelled (Islamic Reform, Religious Reactions, and Political Trajectories, 19th-20th c.)
III-05 Session Cancelled (The Politics of the Right: Local, Global and Digital Movements and Ideas)
III-18  Fadi Ragheb (presenter)
VI-05  Geoff Burrows (presenter)
VI-05   Suha Kudsieh (presenter)
IX-21  Andreas Nabil Younan (presenter)
I-10  Michael Ferguson (presenter)
IX-12  Brian Wright (presenter)
III-13  Recep Erkmen (presenter)
I-22   Ahmad Nazir Atassi (presenter)
II-28  Douja Mamelouk (presenter)
I-19   Burcu Ozdemir (presenter)
VII-28 Christine Isom-Verhaaren (chair)
VII-27 Edith X. Chen (presenter)
V-26   Thomas Kuehn (presenter)
I-25   Dina Najjar (presenter)
IV-17  Angela Giordani (presenter)
I-23   Norah Alkharashi (presenter)
III-27 Shahla Farghadani (presenter)
IV-22  Karen Pfeifer (presenter)
I-28   Omran Al-Abri (presenter)
I-25   Katreen Boustani (presenter)
IV-15  On Barak (discussant)
II-09  Taylor M. Moore (presenter)
II-28  Bethany Shockley (presenter)
III-06  Hatim El-Hibri (presenter)
VII-26  Maria Holt (presenter)
III-28  Mohamed Abdou (presenter)
VIII-04  Mone Makkawi (presenter)
IX-28  Ata Abdou (presenter)
IX-09  Jane Murphy (presenter)
V-03   Session Cancelled (Iranian Studies Unbound: Emerging Global Approaches to the Field Part II)
IV-28  Selin Gumrukcu (presenter)
VII-20  G.N. Nithya (presenter)
V-20   Kholoud Hussein (presenter)
VII-26  Elizabeth Bentley (presenter)
VIII-20  Kate Dannies (presenter)
IX-12  Ebadur Rahman (presenter)
VIII-28  Arab Yanise (presenter)
IX-16  Sophie Chamas (presenter)
IX-16  Nadia Guessous (presenter)
VIII-29 Mohammad Mesbahi (presenter)
Added to the Program:

Panel #
V-06 Miriam R. Lowi, College of New Jersey (chair/discussant)
VIII-30 Emrah Karakus, University of Arizona (discussant)
IX-30 Emrah Karakus, University of Arizona (discussant)
V-12 Hanan Hammad, Texas Christian University (chair/discussant)
VII-23 John Walbridge, Indiana University Bloomington (chair)
VI-05 John Paul Christy, American Council of Learned Societies (presenter)
VI-05 Elsa Ransom, Social Science Research Council (presenter)
IV-15 Beth Baron, CUNY City College and Graduate Center (discussant)

Changes:

Panel #
III-17 Session Change (Disciplining Hegemony, Disorienting Rivalries, and Disordering Economies: The Maghreb Disrupted moving to present on December 2nd at 11:30AM)
VIII-09 Meera Shah, Palestine Legal (Affiliation update)
IV-27 Jinan Al-Habbal, London School of Economics *Consociationalism and Civil Resistance in Lebanon* (Paper title update)
VII-08 Abrar Alshammari, Princeton University *Statelessness, Climate Change and Political Discourse in Kuwait* (Paper title update)
II-15 Constance Jame, Heidelberg University, *Hybrid Objects in the Louvre: Witness of French Transcultural Identity* (Paper title update)
I-18 Sara Khorshid, Western University, *My Wife Is a General Director: Pop Culture and State Feminism in Nasser Era Egypt* (Paper title update)
VIII-19 Arman Azimi, CUNY Graduate Center (Affiliation update)
IV-20 Session Change (History and the Politics of Memory in North Africa moving to present on December 3rd at 2:00PM)
IX-22 Chiara Fontana, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice “Notes on Literary Artisans in 9th-10th-century Baghdad” (Paper title update)